InBLISS®
Sample Reports and Screen Shots

InBLISS® Listing Input and Maintenance Options
Presented on the following pages are screen shots showing various input options provided by
the InBLISS application. To keep our reports profile as slim as possible, these screen shots
represent only a sample of the information available in the InBLISS system. For example, not
shown are input screens for maintaining agent and office information, selling a listing, adding
marketing commentaries, or uploading photos and spreadsheets to attach to listings.

InBLISS® and OneList® are registered service marks of Johnson Services.com, Inc.
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Listing maintenance is as easy as selecting the listing as the results of a search or from the
entire list of the member’s listings. Simply select the listing to see additional details confirming the correct listing was selected, then click the “change” button to open the maintenance
screens.
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InBLISS Co-Broker Input Screens

Co-Brokering
Shown here is the “All-In-One” input screen
which provides nearly every available input
field on one screen. Even on this impressive
screen several fields are not shown, including
those for adding marketing commentaries, adding photos and other attachments, as well as
any custom fields an association may wish to
add.
The all in one page includes all of the fields
typically used for a listing in the co-brokering
configuration, including such fields as minimum commission amount, commission rate,
three years of historical financial statements,
complete real estate data such as monthly gross
rent, lease terms, lease expiration date, square
footage and seating
Other fields available in the co-broker version
provide fields to note the basis under which a
listing is being co-brokered (transaction broker,
non-representation, etc), financing details
available, and the seller’s name and contact
information.
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Standard Co-Broke Input Screens
Our standard input screens guide the
broker along in the entry of a listing by
breaking it into manageable sections.
The “Public” section, shown on the left,
includes almost all of the required data
and most of the other fields which are
typically public in nature (i.e. not considered as confidential and/or typically
available to the public website visitor).
The second screen (not shown) includes
the fields to record the location of the
business and contact information for the
seller of the business.

Here the “financial” screen provides
access to asset information, financing
details, and up to six sets of financial
statements. InBLISS is actually capable
of allowing an unlimited number of financial statements per listing but we
have found six to be an ideal number to
make available. Most of our users enter
from 2 to 5 sets of financial statements.
Note that you can enter the information
in any order and easily rearrange it later.
Up to three financial statements are entered on a single screen. Unlike most
web-based systems, InBLISS allows you
to enter dollar signs and/or commas as a
part of the input. Light shaded boxes are
automatically calculated as you enter the
information. There is no “recalc” button
needed to verify your results. Also, financials are entered down the columns,
just as you would in a spreadsheet. Features such as right alignment, calculations, and commas reduce errors and
speed input.
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InBLISS Lite Input Screens
Non Co-Brokered “Lite” version
For those who don’t plan to co-broke, the
“InBLISS Lite” version also provides the
entire input on a single screen as shown
here. However, with a focus typically on
listing and not brokering a business, the
number of fields has been greatly reduced to provide a quicker input screen.
Even in the Lite version, though, your
members still enjoy the availability of
tracking nearly 50 different standard
items.

Customized Input Screens
InBLISS does not force you to use fields
you don’t need or want. Aside from just a
dozen required fields, you can choose to
use or ignore the remaining input fields. If
you choose, you can even have a custom
input screen like the one shown to the left
that completely removes any unneeded
fields. Another InBLISS feature shown
here are custom fields. Not only can you
remove fields you don’t need, but InBLISS
allows you to add fields you do want and
which are not already a part of the standard
system (gallons of gas sold, for example).

Notice how these sections don’t appear
in the custom input screen on the left. Input screens
can be customized to meet your exact needs by removing sections or even rearranging the order of
the sections.
The screen on the left also demonstrates added custom fields. Here are shown Brand, Gallons,
and C Store Sales to show how a broker specializing in convenience stores might wish to add detailed fields not otherwise available. With custom fields, you control the special data you track!
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InBLISS Public Search Options
There are many ways to present a search to a website visitor. You can take a “wizard” approach where a series of questions leads the visitor to the final answer. You can present all
possible search options up front and let the visitor enter as much or as little as desired.
In some cases a combination may be preferred — with a simple search up front and an advanced search as an option.
Or perhaps your association prefers to take a more visual approach — using a map to narrow
by location or a series of branching sub-menus to narrow the focus to a particular industry.
Whatever your preference may be, InBLISS can be tailored to meet your needs.
On the next page are presented several examples of customized search pages. These pages
can also be visited on the web at:
www.businessesforsaleus.com
www.vbbb.org
Additional examples can also be seen at:
www.bizbrokersfl.com
www.fbba.com
www.vrhi.com
www.gasandcstores.com
transworld.bizlink.info/business-search.asp
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Searches with InBLISS can be customized to your needs. Shown at the top is
a simple search with just industry, location and keywords as available choices.
In the middle is a search that provides
only a keyword option up front, but
four other advanced search options are
also presented. In addition, this site’s
twist is that a visitor can limit results
just to new or recently changed listings.
Unique to InBLISS, at left is shown a
search by location that not only allows
the visitor to select a city from a map of
the area, but multiple locations can be
selected from the list. Note the number
of available businesses in red next to
each city in the list.
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InBLISS Public Search Results Pages
Once a search is conducted, how will the results be presented? With InBLISS, the answer is
simple — however you want them to be presented. Following are screen shots showing how
well InBLISS can be integrated into your website.
Our standard display uses advanced techniques that can quickly present all search results on a
single page, yet keep headings visible at all times, and begin to show results to the visitors
almost instantly. InBLISS returns results so quickly, paging is not necessary with the standard display as it is with other systems. Even with a modem, results are returned quickly and
efficiently. Scroll up and down through listings with ease as you keep headings in sight at all
times.
Notice on the following pages how listings are integrated into the website. The address in the
address bar is your own website’s URL, not a third party site, building your brand loyalty.
All results can be maintained within a single browser window, or open multiple windows.
InBLISS search results can be displayed in almost an unimaginable number of combinations,
different languages, and different layouts. And regardless of the option you choose, website
visitors will see your address in their address bar.
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InBLISS Integrates Into Your Site — COMPLETELY!
As you can see by each of these examples, the results of a search on your website can be customized
to match your own site’s desired look and feel. Not just similar, but exactly matching the rest of your
site. More examples can be found on the next page.
Results default on this site to sort by listing price in descending order. Any column can
be the default sort column and any column heading can be clicked to sort again.
Notice how the background shimmer shows through
This website’s olive and green shades are used throughout, giving it a totally integrated look. Also
notice the disclaimer added to the top.

Notice the scroll bars
Unlike other systems that
require a visitor to go
from page to page to
page to see all the
listings, InBLISS is
uniquely designed to
place all listings on a
single page. Because of
our advanced technology,
listings begin to display
almost immediately
whether you have 100 or
100,000 listings.
By showing all listings
on a single page, sorting
makes sense. But notice
too that the scrollbars are
inside the listing space.
You scroll the listings,
but the headings remain
on the top. Never lose
track of whether a
number is the listing
price or the down
payment!
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Customization goes beyond colors
Here are two more sites that chose to customize search results beyond the standard options. In the first
sample above, a broker specializing in gasoline and convenience stores chose to only display the brand
of gas sold along with whether the property is included in the sale. The brand of gas is a custom field
showing the flexibility InBLISS custom fields can provide.
The second example is an Hawaiian broker. Here the results are shown with most of the listings’ details.
Each listing result is more than a single line in a table. Rather than the minimal approach of the first
example, this site chose to enhance beyond the standard view. From www.vrhi.com.

Because this site
uses multiple-line
results, clicking on a
column to sort the
results would not
make sense.
Here the broker
chose to include a
separate sort choice
along with search
options for Island,
Industry and Price.
InBLISS is flexible
enough not only to
allow multi-line display options, it also
easily adapts to such
specific criteria as
“Island” or
“Gasoline Brand”
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Results of search on “Miami-Dade County” gas stations (only partial page shown)
From www.gasandcstores.com

After choosing a listing from the results, I used the “Next Record” (see
below) option to scroll
through a few listings until reaching the one shown below. Note the custom fields for Gas Brand, Gallons Sold and C-Store Sales. Not only do these custom fields allow a place to enter information, but InBLISS knows which fields are numbers and which are text. Dollar values can be shown with dollar
signs and commas — even with the custom fields.
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We’ve seen customization in
colors and sorting options.
We’ve also seen customization
used to show multiple line
listings or specialized custom
fields as a part of the search
results. InBLISS provides even
more possibilities! Here we
show a site that is completely in
Spanish and which displays
amounts in euros instead of
dollars. (Note, this site enters
the listing in Spanish, they are
not translated)
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Yet one more great feature of InBLISS, with the simple click of the “Include Descriptions” button

, listings results show a shortened version of the listing’s executive summary. With a

click of the “Hide Descriptions” button , the view will return immediately back to the previous view — including any previously selected sort options.
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Public Search Details
After a website visitor has entered the search criteria, and reviewed the list of businesses
matching those criteria, it’s time to select a listing to see the details. With the standard
InBLISS display, as a user hovers the mouse anywhere over a listing row, the row will turn a
shaded color to indicate it has been selected. The user can simply click anywhere on the row
to see that listing’s details. (If the user does not have JavaScript enabled, this feature will not
work, but the user can still click on the listing description to see the details).
The listing details page can be customized as much and possibly even more than the search
results pages seen previously. Unique to InBLISS is the ability to print a listing without
needing a separate “print view” page. How often do you see a website that presents
information then requires that you click a special button to see a “printable page”? With the
InBLISS system this isn’t necessary. We have designed it so that when you print your listing
details page it will be properly formatted. Buttons that appear on screen are removed from
view. Background shading is also removed to save on ink for the user. Even more amazing,
other parts of the report can be re-arranged to better suit a printed view. Add disclaimers that
aren’t shown on the screen, remove borders if they’re not necessary. Add or remove
advertisements. The design is left to the association’s needs.
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Screen view
shown on the left. Note
the “return” button at
the top and the red line
separating it from the
listing details. Also
note that the background
of the listing is shaded
(but not the background
of the entire page) and
the contact information
at the bottom of the page
is shown immediately
following the business
description.

Printed Report
shown on the right. Note the “return”
button and the red line have been removed. Also note that the background
of the listing is no longer shaded and
the contact information at the bottom
of the page is now shown further down
to provide a better visual appearance
to the printed page.
Note too that this site chose to remove
the underline from the e-mail link in
the contact information.
Remember, the user only needs to
click on the print button in the
browser to get this professionally
formatted report. There is no “print
page” that has to be viewed first!
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Above can be seen the onscreen listing
details page from BizMarketFlorida.com.
Here we see additional links in a sidebar
down the left as well as buttons at the
bottom to respond to the ad or return to the
search page.
At the right is the same listing shown as it
will look when printed. BizMarketFlorida
chose to keep the color scheme as shown
on screen, but notice how the side bar and
the links are not shown.
The red text at the bottom is a disclaimer
BizMarketFlorida chose to add to printed
reports. This disclaimer isn’t shown on
screen.
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Member Area
So far we have shown only those reports and displays that are available to the general public.
Association members can log in to the InBLISS system, again at an address from your own
association's website, and immediately have access to hundreds of additional reports.
Each association can add specific optional forms and reports to the standard reports provided.
Similar to the public views, the member service area takes on the persona of the organization.
Buttons are colored to match, logos are added that match, and certain fields are modified so
that terminology also matches the association’s standards.
Members will feel comfortable seeing the familiar association colors and address in their
browser.
At login, InBLISS provides a quick search feature, notification of new association notices
and memos, as well as notices regarding the InBLISS system. A set of quick access buttons
across the top of the first page provides members with an easy way to review expiring
listings, work in progress, notifications, and find support options when needed.
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Note how each association’s member service area is slightly different. For the
FBBA (above) and VR (below), the member service areas present the main menus
on the left. At BusinessesForSaleUS, the
menu is a thin bar across the top of the
page. Either option is equally available
with InBLISS.
Also shown above, InBLISS will alert
members to any items requiring attention
when they first log in.
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The FirstPage feature presents a
quick access menu at the top of
the browser immediately when a
broker logs in. The broker can
immediately enter a listing search
or choose one of the other buttons
presented. Buttons are highlighted when action is required
(for example, if a listing is expiring, the “listings” button will turn
red).
InBLISS support is provided
typically by phone or e-mail.
Support contact information is
also presented to the members as
a part of the quick access menu.
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Reporting options can be
customized to the association’s
needs. In addition to the reports
highlighted elsewhere in this
publication, below are typical
membership directory and
office directory screen views
highlighting the amount of
information available for each.
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Provide the public and members with as much or as little
detail as desired on each member’s office and on individual
agents and brokers. Here we
see a sample office page from
VR Business Brokers. Included
is the list of the staff (which
each link to the person’s bio) as
well as links to the company
website, e-mail and listings .
Room is provided for an extensive background description on
the office .

Give the public added
confidence by providing a
professional bio page
including complete contact
information, links to the
member’s listings and even
photos.
This page from the Valley
Board of Business Brokers is
easily reached from the
broker link on their website
at www.vbbb.org.
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Listing statistics are an important part of any MLS system.
For association or organization administrators, statistics are available on listings per office or per
member. For the office administrator, statistics can be reviewed for the office as a whole, or on
any particular agent.
Any logged in user can see his or her own detailed statistics as well as a summary of active listings by industry. Each report allows a drill-down to the underlying data.
Need to compare this year’s sales to last year’s? Need to refresh your memory as to what the 6
sales are that you made last quarter? This information is all a click away.

Pictured here is a sample of
listing statistics by industry.
Get these statistics either for
the organization as a whole,
or one’s own office. Drill
down with one simple click
to see the active listings for
any industry.
Like all reports in InBLISS,
this report prints without the
need of a separate printable
page.
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Do you know how many people
have looked at your listings? Can
you tell a seller how many times the
listing has been seen? Listings
statistics available in InBLISS
provide the answers. Not only can
you view how many times a listing
has been seen by the public, but
you can also see at a glance how
many times other members have
seen your listings and whether they
have e-mailed a copy of the listing
to anyone.
Get statistics by agent, industry, or
time frame. See how many MLS
users simply viewed your listings,
and how many were interested
enough to send an e-mail to the
buyer.

Do you have a listing that seems to
be very popular with association
members? Click on a linked listing
to see details on which members
have viewed your listings and how
many times they have done so
within the date range selected.
Now you have the information at
your fingertips to find out which
members are interested so that you
can follow up on that interest.
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Sold Listings Reports
InBLISS retains the entire listing information for every listing sold providing an invaluable
resource to the association’s members. With details available on all comparable listings, a
member can make intelligent choices about which businesses to include or exclude from
comparables reports. In addition to businesses that have already been sold, a broker can make
comparisons to similar businesses currently listed by the association members. To provide
even more depth to the data available, InBLISS includes government data covering thousands
of active businesses based on NAICS classifications.
Together, NAICS general overview reports, sold listings comparables and active listings
comparables provide a comprehensive basis to assist the seller and the broker in determining
a likely selling price for a business.
Similar to the extensive search options available for active listings, the sold listings database
can be searched by such typical criteria as location, industry, listing price, selling price, gross
sales as well as more detailed criteria such as whether real estate was included in the sale or
if the business was seasonal or home-based.
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The sold listings reports begin
with a search to narrow results
to the most likely matching
businesses. The results can
include businesses that are still
on the market as well as those
that have already been sold.
After selecting the exact
listings to be included in the
sold listings reports, the choice
is made of which reports to
produce. Note that space is
provided to enter a name and
address (or even include a
description for “What If”
reports).
The sold business detail report
is similar to the active listings
reports and provides detailed
data on each included
business. This information can
be used to produce an Excel
spreadsheet, an e-mail to send
the potential buyer or seller, or
even to review or print the
details on each included
business.
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When results of a search are first returned, they include all matching listings (13 sold matches in this
case ). The member can then review the results, click on a listing to see the details and then decide
which listings to exclude from the final reports by unchecking the appropriate check box . After
sorting the listings, the final results are shown, in this case with 9 sold listings and 7 active listings.
If the member reviews the reports and then decides the selected comparables are not exactly a desired
sample, simply returning to the search page or to this results page allows the member to further refine
the selection. Reports can be prepared sorted on any of the column headings shown (for example, date
sold, original listing price, actual selling price, amount down, or the discretionary earnings).
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Once the member is satisfied that the correct
comparable businesses have been selected, a
click of the reports button brings up the
screen shown on the left. All reports are
shown at once in an easy to follow display.
Each report is separated by a red line. Note
the professional layout and the associationselected shading for the alternate rows on the
reports shown on screen. Graphs are
included in the Industry Averages Report
to provide visual feedback to the seller. The
Sold Businesses Comparables Report
includes not only the standard data from the
database, but also days on the market and
ratios such as original listing price to actual
selling price, selling price to gross sales and
selling price to discretionary earnings.
Many times there are businesses currently on
the market that are also excellent sources for
comparables reports. If the member chose to
include active listings, the Active Businesses
Comparables Report will include these
businesses with ratios that make sense in the
context (such as percent down payment
requested and listing price to discretionary
earnings)
Continuing the logical design of the
InBLISS system, if the member wishes to
print these reports, it’s as simple as clicking
on the Print button provided (or choosing
File>Print from the browser’s menu).
Throughout the InBLISS system, one never
needs to click on a special link to provide a
print version of a report, yet reports will
print professionally without looking like a
web page.
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Printed comparables reports properly separate
by page and include footers on each page that
identify the client or remarks (as entered by the
member when preparing the reports). Footers
also identify the member who prepared the
report (which is taken directly from the member’s record). As shown, the graphs print in
full color but shading has been reduced to
make data easier to read.
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As part of producing a
comprehensive analysis on a
potential listing, or to better
understand the business ratios for
the seller’s industry, the NAICS
reports give a general background
on what national businesses are
reporting to the government. A
member only needs to choose the
NAICS category to produce the
quickest report available, shown
on the left. Without entering the
data for the subject business,
comparisons are not available, but
useful information is still
presented for the industry.

Taking the same report just
produced but adding information
from the tax return or financial
statement of the subject business, a
new comparison report is
produced with graphs that help
visually show the comparison
between the subject business and
the industry as a whole.
As with all reports in InBLISS, the
layout onscreen is professionally
designed and scrolls easily. Yet,
with the simple click of the Print
button, the report is printed on two
pages properly formatted without
the unnecessary buttons or lines
required on the screen. (see next
page for the printed versions)
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Here is the printed version of the
NAICS comparison report. Note the
headers and footers that print on each
page, and the fact that any web buttons
are not shown.
Page two of this report includes an
explanation of what the numbers mean
on this report and the methodology
used to generate them.
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Producing the standard detailed reports for either active or sold listings is as simple as clicking on
the “View” or “Save as Excel” buttons shown above. The default columns that will be included are
already checked off that produce a formatted report that fits nicely on a regular sheet of paper. For
those wishing to review the most data possible, selecting every field and then saving the report to
Excel provides a complete basis for nearly any analysis desired.
Reports available from this screen are extremely flexible. Including the executive summary from
each listing provides enhanced detail not available from most systems.
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With a few simple changes the most basic report can become a multi-line report displaying detailed
business information, or the report can be sent to Excel for detailed analysis.
Notice in the Excel report that we properly place the data in columns as expected, but we also provide easy access to Excel’s “Auto Filter” option . This less known but very useful option in Excel
allows the member to quickly filter results by price ranges, industry, or any other column — even
filtering on multiple columns if needed. This is a true Excel spreadsheet so all of Excel’s features
are available to the member for easy comprehensive reporting.
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Printed sold listings reports provide
all the same great features as found
throughout the InBLISS system.
Here we see the results of printing
the two reports shown previously.
Note in both examples how the
association’s disclaimer is added to
the top of the report. While viewing
the report on screen, the disclaimer
is hidden from view providing
easier access to the data. When
printed, however, optional
association information is added for
the “finished” reports professionals
expect.
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Buyer Management System
The Buyer Management System provides details on potential buyers such as funds available
for a down payment, interests in different industries or their background and experience.
Match current listings in the database to a buyer’s desired profile, or be informed when a new
listing is placed that matches a buyer’s needs.
The Buyer Management System overcomes several problems inherent with the typical e-mail
process. Some people have trouble with e-mails containing more than one attachment. How
do you send them information and non-disclosure forms for a dozen possibilities other than
through dozens of e-mails? How do you be sure your information is recognized among the
hundreds of spam e-mails in the potential buyer’s mailbox?
The Buyer Management System solves these problems by providing access to all information
directly from the member’s website (or hosted web page). Buyers return to the member’s
site, adding value to the website as well as providing feedback not otherwise possible. You
will know when and how many times a buyer has looked at a listing. You will know when
they have printed a non-disclosure form. And you will be able to provide access or limit
access at any time.
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Be notified immediately of
buyer actions needed when
logging in to the association’s
member area. See new notes
from buyers and actions needed
to be taken. In this case, an
office administrator needs to
assign office staff to newly
registered buyers.

Provide custom or
association documents to
buyers . Documents might
welcome a buyer or perhaps
be an SBA form. If the form
requires action, the member
can indicate when the action
is completed.
The bottom section of the
buyer’s document folder
shows the listings that either
the buyer or the member has
selected for the buyer . See
not only how many times the
buyer has viewed a listing,
but show the date the nondisclosure form was signed.
Until a date is entered, the
buyer will only see the public
details on a listing. Once a
non-disclosure is returned
and indicated as completed,
the buyer will be able to see
the enhanced view
determined by the
association.
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Extensive buyer details are available but not required. With the
buyer management system, the
only information required is the
buyer’s name. This allows the
member to track buyers who
might not have computer access.
Though this buyer will not have
access to the system, the member
can still use the reports internally.
However, if a buyer does have an
e-mail address and enters a password, the buyer will have full
access.
By limiting the amount of data
required upfront, the buyer is not
intimidated by the request. Once
the buyer is comfortable with the
broker, details can be filled in.

Notes associated with a buyer can be general or specific to certain listings. A
follow up date is available providing an interactive alternative to contact management software. Programs like Act!, though excellent, cannot provide access
by both the member and the buyer in the same manner as the InBLISS Buyer
Management System.
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OneList®
OneList is an InBLISS exclusive feature that allows members to tie together their listings
from multiple associations to which they may belong. For example, an IBBA member might
also be a member of the FBBA and a VR Business Brokers franchisee. Through the OneList
system the member can enter a listing once and then tie it in to all three associations. If a
listing is sold, it only needs to be marked sold once and all three association files are updated.
Improving productivity is the focus of OneList.
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From the OneList transfer page, the
member selects which listings to tie
into other associations. Checked
listings have already been tied
together. Once a listing is selected
from this screen, the member chooses
the appropriate association to link to
and the form below appears.
In the transfer , the member chooses
the new association’s exact business
category and assigns the listing a new
number (if desired) as well. Just a few
short questions allows the listing to be
transferred intact as if it were
originally entered through the second
association’s own system with all
specific fields properly completed.
Unlike systems that transfer listings
entirely automatically, with OneList
the member has complete control over
listing number, agent assigned, the
industry and the co-broke agency
options.
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Active Listings Reports
InBLISS provides extensive reporting options that provide true productivity enhancements to
the members. Reports print quickly and professionally. Where possible, report headings
appear at the top of each printed page on multi-page reports — something rarely seen on
reports printed from a web browser.
For BLI reports, multiple buyer or agent versions, or a combination of both, can easily be
printed all at once. Simply view the reports on screen, the click on the “Print” button. Each
listing will print on a separate page just as if they were printed individually.
In the unlikely event that InBLISS does not provide a required report, it can still be added to
the association’s report options.
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All active reports start from
the search screen. Note the
ability to search by a member
pre-defined local area or selected multiple areas, a certain
industry or multiple selected
industries, keywords, agent or
any of a number of other options.
Once a search is completed the
results are displayed in a grid
as shown below. Note the
highlighted row shows the
industry to which the listing
belongs.
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The on screen report includes checkboxes to allow the member to exclude listings if desired. Here the
first 6 listings have been deselected. When the report prints, simply by clicking on the “Print” button,
the association’s disclaimer is added and the unchecked listings are excluded. If the member prefers,
the omitted listings can be added back in simply by once again checking the box and reprinting the report.
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Emailing a report is as simple
as clicking on the e-mail
button and entering the
recipient’s e-mail address.
Notice how the report appears
in the body of the e-mail, not
as an attachment, and it is
formatted just as seen by the
broker’s printed report.
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Printing multiple listing BLI detail reports is just as simple as sending an e-mail. Simply click
on the “Print BLI’s” button, choose which version to print — buyer or agent — and then click
on “Preview BLI’s.” The reports will display on screen for each listing that was checked and
will be separated by a red line. If the member decides to print the reports at that point, each
will print on a separate page just as if they were printed individually.

On Screen

InBLISS® / OneList® Reports

Printed
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